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Amcore Financial Inc. said it agreed to acquire Central of Illinois Inc. in a stock swap.


Shareholders of Central, a bank holding company based in Sterling, will receive 
Amcore stock equal to 10 times Central's 1989 earnings, Amcore said.


For the first nine months of 1989, Central of Illinois Inc., a bank holding company 
based in Sterling, earned $2 million.
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Estimates of information content

   estimates obtained with GPT-2  
fine-tuned on 70% of each target corpus 

(30% held-out for analysis)

P(wi | . . . )
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Experimental data

Penn Treebank 
newspaper 

articles
(Mitchell et al. 1999)

PhotoBook
task-oriented  

written dialogues
(Haber et al., 2019)

Spoken BNC
open domain  

dialogues
(Love et al., 2017)
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Experiment 2!H(S |C)
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Experiment 2!H(S |C)
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(Genzel & Charniak, 2002)

Uniform  
Information Density 

 

(Aylett & Turk, 2004;  
Jaeger & Levy, 2007; 

Levy, 2010)
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Experiment 2

    number of sentences in the text / dialogue  

    average information content in the text / dialogue
N
μ

Criteria of uniformity (Collins, 2014)

Local predictability

Global centrality

−
1
N

N

∑
i=2

(H (Si |Ci) − H (Si−1 |Ci−1))
2

−
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(H (Si |Ci) − μ)
2
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Summary
We have examined some central tenets of the classic  

information-theoretic model of communication.

We have used language models to obtain information content 
estimates for sentences within their discourse context.
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Summary

In newspaper articles information content remains stable,  
as predicted by the Entropy Rate Constancy principle. 

This is not the case for spoken open domain dialogues,  
nor for written task-oriented dialogues. 

Global uniformity is a more faithful criterion than local uniformity.

Findings

We have examined some central tenets of the classic  
information-theoretic model of communication.

We have used language models to obtain information content 
estimates for sentences within their discourse context.
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Discussion

Identifying the relevant components of discourse context 
  Giulianelli, Sinclair, Fernández  -  EMNLP 2021  

Single vs. multiple addressees

Production and comprehension effort conflated  
in a single estimate

Architectures and training objectives to emulate the 
organisation of information density found in human data

→
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Uniform Information Density  
(Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger & Levy, 2007)
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Example 1: Syntax
Complementiser that-mentioning (e.g., Jaeger , 2010)

Uniform Information Density

 (Jaeger , 2010; Figure 1a) 40

2. Testing Uniform Information Density against syntactic reduction in spontaneous speech

UID predicts that speakers aim to transmit information uniformly close to, but not exceeding, the
channel capacity. Mentioning the complementizer that at the onset of a complement clause distributes
the same amount of information over one more word, thereby lowering information density. Hence,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the development of information density over time (here simply information per word) for two alternative
ways to encode the same message with a complement clause. Dashed lines indicate the variants without the complementizer
that. Dotted lines indicate the variants with the complementizer that. A purely hypothetical channel capacity is indicated by the
solid horizontal line (the value of 4 bits/word is arbitrarily chosen). (a) An example with high a priori information density at the
complement clause onset. (b) An example with low information density.

T. Florian Jaeger / Cognitive Psychology 61 (2010) 23–62 27



Uniform Information Density

Example 2: Discourse  
Entropy rate constancy (Genzel & Charniak, 2002, 2003)
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Figure 1: Entropy vs. Sentence number

2.3 Results and Discussion

As outlined above, we have ten testing sets, one for
each sentence number; each set (except for the first)
is split into two subsets: sentences that start a para-
graph, and sentences that do not. The results for full
sets, paragraph-starting subsets, and non-paragraph-
starting subsets are presented in Figure 1.
First, we can see that the the entropy for full

sets (solid line) is generally increasing. This re-
sult corresponds to the previously discussed effect
of entropy increasing with the sentence number. We
also see that for all sentence numbers the paragraph-
starting sentences have lower entropy than the non-
paragraph-starting ones, which is what we intended
to demonstrate. In such a way, the paragraph-
starting sentences are similar to the first sentences,
which makes intuitive sense.
All the lines roughly show that entropy increases

with the sentence number, but the behavior at the
second and the third sentences is somewhat strange.
We do not yet have a good explanation of this phe-
nomenon, except to point out that paragraphs that
start at the second or third sentences are probably
not “normal” because they most likely do not indi-
cate a topic shift. Another possible explanation is
that this effect is an artifact of the corpus used.

We have also tried to group sentences based on
their sentence number within paragraph, but were
unable to observe a significant effect. This may be
due to the decrease of this effect in the later sen-
tences of large articles, or perhaps due to the relative
weakness of the effect3.

3 Different Genres and Languages

3.1 Experiments on Fiction
3.1.1 Introduction
All the work on this problem so far has focused

on the Wall Street Journal articles. The results are
thus naturally suspect; perhaps the observed effect
is simply an artifact of the journalistic writing style.
To address this criticism, we need to perform com-
parable experiments on another genre.
Wall Street Journal is a fairly prototypical exam-

ple of a news article, or, more generally, a writing
with a primarily informative purpose. One obvious
counterpart of such a genre is fiction4. Another al-
ternative might be to use transcripts of spoken dia-
logue.
Unfortunately, works of fiction, are either non-

homogeneous (collections of works) or relatively
short with relatively long subdivisions (chapters).
This is crucial, since in the sentence number experi-
ments we obtain one data point per article, therefore
it is impossible to use book chapters in place of arti-
cles.

3.1.2 Experimental Setup and Results
For our experiments we use War and Peace (Tol-

stoy, 1869), since it is rather large and publicly avail-
able. It contains only about 365 rather long chap-
ters5. Unlike WSJ articles, each chapter is not writ-
ten on a single topic, but usually has multiple topic
shifts. These shifts, however, are marked only as
paragraph breaks. We, therefore, have to assume
that each paragraph break represents a topic shift,

3We combine into one set very heterogeneous data: both 1st
and 51st sentence might be in the same set, if they both start
a paragraph. The experiment in Section 2.2 groups only the
paragraph-starting sentences with the same sentence number.

4We use prose rather than poetry, which presumably is
even less informative, because poetry often has superficial con-
straints (meter); also, it is hard to find a large homogeneous
poetry collection.

5For comparison, Penn Treebank contains over 2400 (much
shorter) WSJ articles.
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Task-oriented dialogue corpora

PhotoBook
written cooperative 

reference game
(Haber et al., 2019)

B guy in black suit with 2 plaid blue umbrellas

A no
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B statue/umbralla again
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A y
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Control runs

Penn Treebank

Spoken BNCPhotoBook



Context informativeness

Penn Treebank

Spoken BNCPhotoBook


